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Executive Summary 

SeaMatrix is a platform for data-driven-discovery using artificial intelligence (AI) 

especially  for underwater target and threat mitigation. SeaMatrix can also integrate and 

automate above surface data sources and subsurface threat vectors for the whole of 

situational awareness. For sonar data the algorithm is at least 100x faster than human 

inference capabilities thereby, improving warfighter safety and security. SeaMatrix 

provides a competitive edge that is also cost effective. SeaMatrix can utilize all the 

sonar data available from devices on a vessel or networked across vessels at the same 

time to find and visualize underwater targets or threats fast. Combined with geo 

location, this finds the targets you prefer at AI speed, ranks and visualizes them in a 

single pane of glass, empowering warfighters at sea to both survive and prevail. 

 

SeaMatrix is based on patented MIT raw AI underwater image mapping technology that 

won a challenge to find an airplane blackbox underwater. This included AI tuning and 

model training using other imaging domains, to overcome the initial challenge of having 

only limited underwater data. 

SeaMatrix has built on top this technology to create a full solution that can be deployed  

in the field via Cloud or our SeaMatrix Edge AI device.  

There is no requirement to change existing sonar hardware. 

More data collected with AI equals faster awareness for the field fighter.   

This empowers the fighter with more pattern awareness for decision making, 

while not have them staring at a sonar screen(s) for hours and hours. 

 

The architecture is built at the data layer, not the hardware layer. Data moves faster 

around the war fighter theater. The data layer approach is also a better fit into C3D,  

APIs to central systems, a cloud model, for scaling, or for edge AI devices.  

The algorithm is built with AI Target Fingerprints and Classes to avoid false positives. 

The solution can also flip the algorithm to be a better Anomaly detection. 

We have also added SeaMatrix IP for Multi frequency active sonar object identification. 

For fighters with this type of sonar equipment, this improves object Identification. 

We are also working on a tactical area sonar ping cluster drop with hidden listening. 

For our sonar solution set, we are working on a roadmap to Software Defined SonarSM. 
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System Architecture  

 

The Architecture is based on the Data layer. 

For our sonar imaging solution, the architecture picture is show above. 

We augment and improve existing systems. No need replace sonar or alert hardware 

 

The Data layer approach moves faster and has a big scale impact on the war fighter in 

theater. 

 

Data from all sources goes through an automated Data Engineer step to check, 

translate and load the data. We can use the client’s raw device data formats, move to a 
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client’s master data format, or we change the data to an industry standard format used 

by other Marine IOT deployment Platforms. 

 

Architecture IP Rights 

 AI Imaging Mapping – Open 

 AI design/tuning for sonar data and training – Patent – closed 

 Targets – AI model fingerprints – closed 

 AI model in production with fingerprints – closed 

 SeaMatrix Edge AI device – open 

 Cloud/SaaS/API – open 

 Reference Architecture for new hardware integration – closed but licensable 

 Sonar Data – belongs to the client 

 Sonar hardware or UUV UAV – belongs to the client 

Edge AI 

The SeaMatrix AI processing device subsystems utilize an open architecture Tensor 

Networks SE Linux Platform for development with open tools such as Python, etc. The 

Tensor Networks Platform is a secure RHEL binary compatible system.  

Network 

When choosing to use the SeaMatrix Edge AI device - Network connectivity to the 

edge-computing SeaMatrix AI device is ANSI T568B Category 6 Ethernet RJ45 at 1 

Gbps, and IEEE 802.3af POE for IP camera connectivity. The SeaMatrix AI device 

utilizes the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX CPU. It’s an ARM64 based processor that 

integrates 384 NVIDIA CUDA Cores and 48 NVIDIA Tensor Cores producing 32 TOPS 

(32 Trillion Operations per Second) for significant relevance to the challenge 

characteristics for networked artificial intelligence.  

 

A network cloud approach can work over any public or private cloud access network. 

 

http://www.seamatrixai.com/
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Critical Technical Parameters 

 

The SeaMatrix AI Edge-AI computing system dimensions are in (mm) 90(W), 118(D), 

69(H) with an extended operating temperature range of -20~60C. 8GB of LPDDR4 

Memory, and 16GB eMMC (embedded multi-media card). The SeaMatrix AI edge-

computing system has a low power requirement of DC 19V.   

 

Technology and Integration Readiness 

 

For central control or cloud models, the sonar data just needs to accurately reach the 

queue. All cloud and access methods are available. APIs or the client’s preferred 

access methods will be used for central control systems. The approach is not 

dependent on the network model or packet delivery. TRL 6 

 

To add this functionality to existing sonar hardware in the field, where a cloud or central 

model is not ideal, the SeaMatrix AI edge-computing system is an option. This device is 

designed for low power in the field use. The AI and UI run on the device. TRL 7 

 

For new sonar hardware the SeaMatrix AI edge computing device can be used OR the 

Reference Architecture can be built into the sonar hardware. TRL 4 

 

For a specific use case of Port Traffic Security, a fixed sonar net may be used at the 

choke point or channel. The SeaMatrix AI edge device can be used and the hardware 

can be customized for that fixed point solution. TRL 5 

 

SeaMatrix also plans a disaster recovery integration option using an AI camera with the 

AI model and fingerprints to be pointed at a sonar screen in emergency cases. This 

allowed the war fighter to id targets when all the data/network goes down, but the sonar 

is still operational. TRL 4 
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Performance and Limits 

 The SeaMatrix Edge AI box limit for number of Fingerprints we can process at 

the same time. We have not reached this limit yet in our testing, but there is a practical 

processing limit. We have found adding Fingerprints is only a 1to2% processing load 

increase ,since we stack the fingerprints on one extended model.  

 

 In the cloud the only limit is the time setup and limits of the cloud. 

 

 

 

SeaMatrixAI is in Phase 2 of The National Security Innovation Network’s Defense 

Innovation Accelerator. At the current time SeaMatrixAI is at the MVP (Minimum Viable 

Product) stage and does perform as described. Integrating technology readiness levels 

(TRL) into the management and application of SeaMatrixAI is at a high level now.  
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End FootPrint 

It reduces by an order of magnitude the time and effort required to analyze echogram 

images and reduces human error to optimize target identification and geo-location 

within litoral or blue water domains. 

This increases the pattern awareness in the theater and allows the fighter to focus on 

decision making or readiness tasks. 

 

It is based on the Data layer to remove footprint impact and improve scale. 

 

It can be deployed as Cloud, Edge AI, or in Disaster Recovery mode. 

The cloud deployment model has minimal foot print. 

 

The SeaMatrix Edge AI processing box has a low physical profile, low power 

requirement, and reasonable cost for fast in field spare replacement. 

 

The disaster recovery mode is an AI camera with battery in a case. 

Team 

The team has a solid and scalable background in DoD Projects, AI solutions, AI 

Development, Edge AI subsystems, and Startup success (and failures).  
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